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Cord #1 
 
 
 
 





 

 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #1, 
the male tip of which is plugged into the first 
outlet of the power strip at the onset of The 
Creation Myth. The cord runs underneath the 
other two at first. It is slightly thicker, slightly 
lighter in orange hue than the other two. It goes 
underneath both of them, but then as the cords 
expand it again overlaps Extension Cord #2. It 
then moves. Whereas Cords #2 and #3 make 
less direct, more winded paths along the wall, 
Cord #1 moves above and through these 
winded wires. It makes a short, oblong kink and 
curves outward, and then comes immediately 
back. As it comes back over Cord #2 it also 
comes over Cord #3, and then it just touches 
Porn Pole #1. It is slightly secured by Porn Pole 
#1 to the floor. It runs; it leaves Porn Pole #1 
and then comes back again to be secured 
underneath the weight of the pole. It then runs 
along the western wall of the ICA, alongside 
Cord #3. Making slight corkscrews together, 
Cords #1 and #3 continue behind and 
underneath Porn Poles #1 through #6. Cord #1, 
after Porn Pole #6, makes a quick loop and 
runs slightly away from the wall, makes about a 
2-foot arc, comes over the second visible 
untethered base, the base without any Porn 
Pole. It then runs back toward the wall. It runs 
behind Porn Poles #7, #8, and #9. However, at 
#10 or #11 –the Porn Pole secured to a base, 



and closest, even slightly leaning up against the 
western wall of the ICA -Cord #1 runs along the 
outside of this pole, and Cord #3 runs along the 
inside of this pole. This cord again makes a 
smoother, less winded path. Also, as it passes 
Porn Poles #12, #13, #14, #15, and a small pile 
of chopped Porn Logs, it makes a figure S 
shape, and then begins to run up along the 
western wall of the ICA. This cord comes inside 
a blue bucket with a white top, a “Female 
Lamp,” if you will. It is not visible inside the 
bucket, but it is likely secured by means of 
cutting and connecting the copper wire inside 
the cord to the fluorescent lamp fixture, 
powering the light inside. The cord then runs 
back down. At approximately 18 inches above 
the floor, it is connected to another extension 
cord. Both heads of these two plugs, male and 
female, are wrapped in one piece of red 
electrical tape. 
  
  
 



 

 
 
 
This is now the second segment (the second 
“extension”) of Extension Cord #1. This cord 
runs straight back down to the floor. It cuts 
between the first two Porn Poles of the next 
identifiable group of poles. It then runs around 
the only untethered base adjacent to the group. 
It makes a quick, approximately 6-inches in 
diameter loop. After this 6-inch loop, the cord 
then runs underneath the second extension of 
what was Extension Cord #3. It enters a messy 
web of extension cords, and makes a turn, 
twists back around. It comes underneath itself. 
It makes a loop. It comes back underneath the 
other cords. It makes another loop. It runs 
underneath more cords. It makes two more 
loops. The loops now direct back towards the 
western wall of the ICA. The cord then goes 
underneath the second extension of Cord #3. It 
then makes a wider loop around the perimeter 
of the web. It then turns back, heads toward the 
western wall of the ICA. It reaches up the wall, 
and enters a Female Lamp, which is labeled 26. 
THE STUMP, OR TO STUMP. It enters through 
a punctured hole in the bottom of the lamp. 
However, since the top of this lamp is open, 
secured with a bungee cord, one can see 
where the wire enters the bucket, makes 
several loops around the bungee cord for the 
sake of securing itself, a knot. It then makes its 
way to the fluorescent lamp, where it is cut 



open, and the interior wires are connected to 
the lamp fixture, and then run back through the 
other cut end of the cord, which then runs back 
through the knot, outside of the bucket, comes 
dangling down the western wall of the ICA, 
where approximately 24 inches from the ground 
it connects to another extension cord, marking 
the third segment of Extension Cord #1. 
  
  
 



 

 
 
 
The emergency label is attached to the female 
end of the cord. This cord then runs down 
alongside the western wall of the ICA. It makes 
another 8-to-12-inch circular loop. It kinks back 
around the Porn Poles in the northwestern 
corner of the gallery. It makes two loops before 
going around the second Light Pole. This is a 
shorter extension cord than the previous ones, 
because after making two loops and going 
around the second Light Pole, it makes a short 
loop, a few short kinks, and is then connected 
to the Female End of the fourth segment of 
Extension Cord #1. 
  
 



 

 
 
 
The fourth segment of Extension Cord #1 
without loops, without many kinks, alongside 
the northern wall of the ICA, behind the Porn 
Poles, behind the piles of Logs. It continues 
behind the first nylon-plastic wicker chair. Now 
almost directly against the wall, it runs behind a 
group of six Porn Poles, begins to distance 
itself from the northern wall slightly, reaching a 
maximum distance from the wall of maybe 6 
inches. Again, slowly running its way behind 
three more Porn Poles, behind one more plastic 
nylon chair, making a somewhat taut run up the 
northern wall of the ICA into an orange Female 
Lamp with a green top. This Female Lamp, this 
bucket, is likewise open at the top, the top 
being secured with a bungee cord, exposing the 
interior. The wire comes in, then enters the 
fluorescent lamp, is cut open, the interior wires 
of it secured, directly connected to the lighting 
fixture, the other end of it running back outside 
the Female Lamp, the two pieces of this cord 
tied together with a piece of orange electrical 
tape. The wire exits the lamp, and then 
approximately 6 inches from the floor, alongside 
the northern wall of the ICA, makes another 
connection to the fifth segment of Extension 
Cord #1. 
  
  
 



 

 
 
 
Both heads of this wire have a piece of red 
electrical tape wrapped around them. This 
segment, for about one foot, runs alongside the 
wall. Then, approximately one foot before it 
reaches four styrofoam blocks, runs away from 
the wall, at nearly a 90-degree angle. It makes 
a slalom, smooth curve around the styrofoam 
blocks, and as it passes them, moves closer 
and then runs right alongside the metal frame, 
the legs of the third nylon chair, along the floor. 
Wrapping around the chair, the cord then runs 
rather steeply up the northern wall of the ICA , 
and enters a punctured hole at the bottom of 
the Female Lamp, a white bucket with a blue 
cap, open, the lid secured with a bungee cord. 
Here, like the previous segments, the cord is 
cut open and attached to the fluorescent lamp 
fixture inside the bucket. The wires from the 
lamp are then connected to the second piece of 
this segment. The cord, making only one knot in 
this instance, then runs back outside of the 
bucket. It is no longer secured to anything. The 
female end of the fifth segment of Extension 
Cord #1 marks its dead end. 
 



 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Cord #2 
 
 





 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #2, 
the male end of which is plugged into the 
second outlet of the power strip at the onset of 
The Creation Myth. The wire then goes above 
Extension Cord #1, then underneath Extension 
Cord #3, and then underneath Extension Cord 
#1. It extends outward from the western wall of 
the ICA, about a foot. It then makes a very even 
S shape as it runs back toward the wall, so it 
looks almost like a yin-yang. The cord then 
continues to run away from the wall again, at a 
distance about a foot away from the wall 
making a loop. As it makes this loop, it runs 
underneath and then over Cord #3. Then, 
completing its loop, it runs over itself, further 
away from the wall, and further in the northern 
direction toward the Porn Poles. It runs 
underneath Extension Cord #1 at two points, 
since the cord makes a curve above Extension 
Cord #2. There is then one small piece of 
masking tape wrapped around Extension Cord 
#2, about four inches away from where it leaves 
Extension Cord #1. Extension Cord #2 then 
goes on to make an insanely messy web of its 
own. It curves back toward the wall to its left, 
then makes a steep U-turn underneath itself, 
and then above itself, and then again changes 
direction, curving back toward itself. It runs 
above the knots, the very layers it just made, 
and then underneath itself again. It curves away 



from the wall. It makes a wider loop. This loop 
runs above all other segments of itself. It loops 
back toward the wall. It makes a sharp kink 
back toward the southern region of the ICA, 
away from the Porn Poles. It runs underneath 
its own loop. It makes a loop that runs 
underneath itself, the end of the loop however 
goes above another extension cord. It extends 
about 2- to-3 feet away from the wall. It makes 
a wide, even curve underneath the three legs of 
Light Pole #1. It makes an elliptical path away 
from the wall, back up toward the north. Entirely 
under the legs, it loops back, changing 
direction, making a kink and changing direction 
yet again back toward the Porn Pole, and back 
inside its own web. The wire lifts up off of the 
ground a little bit as a result of its taut, kinky 
nature. It then moves over its previous loop, 
moves underneath itself. It kinks back toward 
the wall, makes a sharp teardrop loop. Running 
right back away from the wall, it makes three 
loops, somewhat circular, somewhat coiled 
around each other. It runs above itself, then 
underneath itself, then back over the first loop, 
then back underneath the third, larger loop. As 
it expands in size after the third larger loop, the 
cord makes a sharp, kinked turn back toward 
the western wall of the ICA. It runs back toward 
the surge protector. It makes about a one-foot 
elliptical loop. It runs underneath all of its other 
loops, then makes a steep S shape back 
toward the Light Pole, loops again underneath 
itself, loops back toward the wall, again 
underneath itself, loops back again away from 



the wall, making a short, circular loop, 
continuing away from the wall. Making a larger 
teardrop loop away from the wall, it then again 
returns back toward the Light Pole, again 
changing direction, making another loop, 
working its way toward the Sawhorse and the 
other Porn Logs. It makes a larger teardrop 
loop, returns back to the center of its web. At 
the end of this teardrop loop it makes a very 
small S, runs directly back to Porn Pole #2 (it 
actually runs around the base of this Porn 
Pole). Making another teardrop-shaped loop, 
this one with a twist at its end, looking like a 
lasso or a noose, returns back into the center of 
the web, and finally makes its way up the Light 
Pole. Running up alongside its body, the cord is 
then secured at the head of the Tower (the 
ceiling lighting fixture), which has a blue sticker 
that reads “98.” The extension cord is secured 
in something like a vice grip, with two screws on 
either side, like the casings of pipes. This is 
where Extension Cord #2 is cut, where its 
positive and negative internal wires meet the 
head of the Tower and power its Floodlights. 
The cord then runs back down a bit past the 60” 
mark, about one foot past the Tower body's 
connector. The female end of Extension Cord 
#2, also wrapped in red electrical tape, marks 
its dead end. 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 

Cord #3 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #3, 
extending out from the third outlet of the power 
strip at the onset of The Creation Myth. The 
male tip of Extension Cord #3 has no red 
electrical tape wrapped around it. It extends 
out, about one inch, and then runs above 
Extension Cords #1 and #2. It then runs back 
toward the western wall of the ICA. It runs along 
the wall for about a foot, makes a steep U-turn 
away from the wall, distancing itself by about 
four inches. It then makes another oblong curve 
further away from the wall. At a distance of 
about one foot from the wall, it makes a slightly-
more-than-90-degree kink, leading back to the 
wall. It then smoothly curves away from the 
wall, reaching its nearest apex maybe 6 inches 
from the wall. It then runs underneath Extension 
Cord #1, again alongside the first Porn Pole 
lying on the ground, yet it is not secured by the 
Porn Pole. It is secured by Extension Cord #1, 
which is secured by the Porn Pole. Running 
alongside the Porn Pole at a distance slightly 
further than Extension Cord #1, it slowly –very 
slowly –comes closer toward it, until it then runs 
back underneath Extension Cord #1. It is now 
closer to the Porn Pole. At the end of Porn Pole 
#1, Extension Cord #3 runs just underneath the 
pole's northern tip, which holds it in place. It 
then runs alongside the western wall of the ICA, 
comes over Extension Cord #1, maintaining an 
average distance of six to nine inches away 



from the wall. It does not make any loops or 
kinks, but instead gently curves like a snake, up 
from the floor, left and right, making a steady, 
straightforward path between the Porn Poles 
and the western wall of the ICA, until it reaches 
the section of Porn Poles with the first pile of 
Logs, almost reaching the first Female Lamp. It 
creates a very messy web, a smaller web, 
taking place only underneath the Female Lamp. 
It makes a corkscrew kink, it turns back toward 
the wall. At a distance of about six inches from 
the wall, it changes direction, turning back 
south. It touches the wall about two centimeters 
above the floor. Moving backward, it makes an 
S shape made of two sharp U-turn loops. 
Almost like a teardrop, this loop is actually 
somewhat suspended in the air. Only one end 
of the wire is supported by the floor, the other 
part of the wire is suspended alongside the 
western wall of the ICA. From the wall to the 
floor, it then runs underneath itself, comes back 
alongside the wall, just barely touching the base 
of the Porn Pole behind the first pile of Logs. It 
makes another corkscrew kink, again 
suspended in the air, this time reaching a 
maximum height of about 2 inches. Running up 
above itself, and then coming back down 
underneath itself to touch the floor, between the 
base and the western wall of the ICA, no more 
than a foot away from the wall. It then runs over 
one segment of itself, and underneath one 
segment of itself at its vertex with respect to the 
wall. It then makes a teardrop loop underneath 
itself, comes back over itself, back in between 



two pieces of itself. It makes another sharp 
elliptical loop that expands into a larger egg-
shaped loop, perhaps one foot at its maximum 
diameter. It makes a smaller bean-shaped loop, 
and then comes up about two inches from the 
floor, making another loop, slightly suspended 
in the air. It sharply turns back toward the wall, 
runs over itself. This loop also works out a small 
lasso shape. It then moves perpendicularly 
away from the wall, reaching a point of about 20 
inches away from the wall, and then makes a 
more evenly-shaped curve, forming a “D” 
shape. The cord extends out, makes a quick 
teardrop loop. The female end of this extension 
cord is connected to another segment.  



 
 
 
The second segment of Extension Cord #3 has 
a black Male tip. It appears to be type of head 
with one vertical prong and one perpendicular, 
the shape offering a more secure connection 
and thus a higher degree of safety, designed for 
heavy-duty construction or electrical work. It is 
more difficult to unplug. The second segment of 
Extension Cord #3 runs through a group of 
Porn Poles, between the three Poles that lean 
against the wall and the wall, and between the 
two Poles with an unattached base piece 
between them. Then, running out beyond those 
and toward the northwest corner of the ICA, just 
a bit away from the wall but in conjunction with 
the second Female Lamp, it makes an 
incredibly messy web. It runs over itself, moving 
further away from the wall, comes about six 
inches away from the pile of pieces and logs 
underneath the second Light Pole. Coming 
back, making a large but slight and not-so-
steep curve, initially marking the perimeter of 
the web. It then makes a 6-inch-or-so teardrop 
turn back underneath itself, extending back to 
its web's perimeter with respect to both the 
Logs and Light Pole #2. Then, running through 
itself, it makes a larger teardrop, going toward 
and then away from the wall, looping again 
above this teardrop. It then extends outward to 
continue the perimeter of the web. This 
perimeter comes back to a much larger 
(perhaps two feet in diameter) teardrop, again 



away from the wall, makes a quick, short loop 
underneath itself, and then over another 
segment of itself. Filling out the perimeter of the 
web, it comes back underneath a series of short 
loops, it extends all the way back to the pile of 
Porn Pole Logs, making another small (perhaps 
one foot in diameter) teardrop, running back 
away from the Porn Pole Logs, running back 
alongside the perimeter, making a smooth S 
shape into the center of the web, but only one 
level closer to the center of the web from the 
perimeter. This wire seems to be making lots of 
smooth teardrops and S shapes that ultimately 
form the perimeter of the web, and it is now 
working its way inward through a series of 
smaller U-turns, smaller teardrops, and smaller 
loops. After this S, the cord makes a 
misshapen, kind of stout teardrop that forms the 
second tier perimeter of the web, runs 
underneath several segments of itself, but then 
back over, and then back underneath several 
segments of itself. It now comes closer to the 
dolly next to, and also supporting, other Porn 
Pole Logs. It loops back around to the outer 
perimeter of its web, makes a small teardrop, 
and then again circles the entire perimeter of 
this web, and then comes back, almost exactly 
to where the larger loop began, forms another 
small, smooth S, then works its way through a 
series of very small coils, moves back over the 
web, makes another small S, another series of 
small coils, and then comes both over and 
under (essentially through) a mess of wires, 
ultimately, as it reaches the outer perimeter, 



only going over the very outermost wire. It has 
now reached the dolly supporting these Porn 
Pole Logs. Underneath this dolly, it makes a 
double-ended lasso shape, a double teardrop 
with corkscrew twists at its ends, only this one 
appears more so as a bow tie, or a pretzel. At 
the end of this lasso loop, it runs underneath 
the dolly, making a larger, oblong loop. It then 
comes back out from and over the dolly. It is 
wedged between a Porn Log and the carpeted 
outer extension of the dolly, the slightly raised, 
elevated platform that marks the endpoint of its 
platform. It runs over this dolly, it runs over one 
vice grip, but then runs underneath a second 
vice grip, which, just by the sheer force of its 
weight, or simply gravity, is securing this wire in 
its place. The third vice grip on this dolly is not 
interacting with the wire. The wire comes back 
into the center of the web at this point. It makes 
two small loops, running once more around the 
perimeter of the web. Without making another 
loop, it cuts back through the web. It reaches 
the second Light Pole. It runs around the 
shortest foot of the lowest leg of the Tower. It 
touches the foot on the side closer to the 
western wall of the ICA. From there it extends 
upward and hangs over the second tallest leg of 
the Light Pole. It comes back down, just above 
the logs. It makes another curve, back upward, 
as a result of its suspension on the second-
shortest leg, and then beyond the Logs and just 
underneath the Light Pole's tallest leg, it makes 
a teardrop on the ground. The rounded end of 
the body of this teardrop lies on top of a Log. It 



is supported by the Log, so that it is slightly 
suspended in the air from the tip of the 
teardrop. It then runs alongside the body of the 
second Light Pole, to the point where at the 
head it is split. The positive and negative wires 
inside the cord are directly secured – perhaps 
tied, perhaps soldered –to the connections 
within the head of the Light Pole, the head with 
a blue sticker labeled “184,” a ceiling fixture. 
Out from the pipe clamp, Extension Cord #3 
runs back down alongside itself and alongside 
the Light Pole's body, this time wrapping around 
itself. It makes two loops around itself, the 
female end of the wire, with its own piece of 
electrical wire wrapped around it, dangles, 
hangs, just above the connector between the 
1/2- inch and 1-inch segments of the body of 
the Light Pole, just slightly less than 60 inches 
down from the head, marking its dead end. 
 
 



 



 
 
 

Cord #4 
 
 
 
 
 





 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #4. 
This extension cord is the closest to the original 
three extension cords, but we begin at a metal 
electrical outlet installed into the concrete floor 
at the ICA, nearby the eastern wall. There are 
four outlets, two sets of two, two metal plates 
facing each other ever so slightly as to form a 
shallow concave, like a V, or a book, indented 
in the floor. Extension Cord #4 is securely 
plugged into the bottom outlet of the right-side 
plate. The male tip of this cord has one piece of 
red electrical tape wrapped around it. The tape 
does not fully wrap around the tip, but instead is 
left open near the third prong, the grounding 
prong, of the male tip. The base of the tip is 
circular. The cord runs up out from the floor, 
makes a smooth downward slope toward the 
floor, forming a small, perhaps 6-inch, almost 
circular loop, running then underneath itself and 
underneath its accompanying wires. Extension 
Cord #4 runs to the west, toward the installment 
that includes the radio and ironing board. It runs 
alongside a styrofoam block, leaving the block's 
edge and running underneath a brown nylon 
fabric for about six inches. Exiting the tapestry, 
it runs underneath Extension Cord #8 and 
underneath the radio's red and black wire, red 
and black marking positive and negative 
charges, respectively, this wire possibly 
powering the radio, transmitting the audio 
signal, or transmitting radio signals (what would 



have previously been the radio's antenna). 
Extension Cord #4 then makes a small, 
perhaps 8- or 9-inch teardrop loop, the rounded 
bottom of the teardrop facing a stack of two 
styrofoam vertebrae atop a purple felt base. 
From the tip of the teardrop loop, the cord runs 
toward a brown cafeteria table. It makes a 
broad corkscrew as it moves up from the floor. 
It makes a slight kink in midair and then 
reaches the brown cafeteria table. On the 
brown cafeteria table, this wire is secured by 
The Big Book of The Creation Myth, a large, 
black, zip-up binder, previously used as an 
installation manual, or perhaps a memento, for 
Rhoades and his installation team, itself 
becoming an object included in the piece. The 
wire runs completely under The Big Book, and 
then makes its way through the bottom of an 
orange Female Lamp, through an almost 
perfectly circular puncture. This orange Female 
Lamp has a blue lid secured onto its top, but 
knowing what we already do of the Lamps' 
construction, we can guess that Extension Cord 
#4 is cut open at the base of the fluorescent 
light fixture, its positive and negative interior 
wires secured to the fixture, possibly by simply 
being twisted and encased, but likely soldered 
together, considering the use of soldering for 
Rhoades' other unconventional means of 
electrical power supply, such as the snake that 
runs around the brain upon a toy train, which is 
powered by a drill battery, the current traveling 
through alligator clip wires which are then 
soldered to the train. Inside the Female Lamps, 



however, the wires appear cut open, their 
copper interiors twisted together, the cords 
themselves wrapped together in electrical tape. 
It is impossible to know for sure. The second 
segment of the extension cord runs out the 
same puncture at the bottom of the bucket (the 
wire tied into a square knot inside for security), 
and then runs back out underneath The Big 
Book. Initially, Extension Cord #4 ran 
underneath the right side (the recto or “front” 
pages) of The Big Book. The second segment 
runs underneath the left side (the verso, or 
“back” pages). This wire runs almost perfectly 
perpendicular to the edge of the cafeteria table. 
It then extends downward straight to the floor, 
where just after making a slight six inch kink, 
the female end of the first segment meets the 
male tip of the second. Both tips here have a 
piece of red electrical tape wrapped around 
them. The first segment also has a small piece 
of blue tape, a manufacturer's label, wrapped 
around its neck, the area of extension cord just 
underneath the tip.  
 
 



 
 
 
The second segment of Extension Cord #4 runs 
underneath the cafeteria table. It makes an 
approximately six-inch teardrop loop 
underneath the red and black wires connected 
to the radio, and then changes its direction, 
forming a larger S shape. It makes a slightly 
larger teardrop loop and then extends outward 
form under the cafeteria table. It makes two 
circular loops. Extending from the first loop, the 
wire runs underneath itself, and then out from 
the larger second loop it runs over itself. Then 
these two loops slightly touch upon the chrome 
tripod feet of Light Pole #3, the one with the 
orange sticker labeled “183” upon its head, the 
tower different from all of the others. Outward 
from these loops, the wire runs around the 
shortest foot of Light Pole #3, making a large 
kink and moving into the space between the 
shortest and tallest feet. It makes an S shape, 
perhaps two feet in length, the top curve 
running underneath the wire's series of loops, 
the bottom curve creating another loop that 
runs underneath itself. Working its way back 
toward the top end of the S, the wire makes one 
loop that runs over the S shape, and a second 
teardrop loop that contains two corkscrew 
twists, similar to kinks. The wire continues 
twisted for three more coils. These twists are 
actually twists of the wires inside the orange 
rubber insulation of Extension Cord #4. From 
these twists, this wire makes its broadest U-turn 



back away from Light Pole #3 and toward the 
Rebellious Part, the orange tricycle 
manufactured by Legend. It makes a very 
narrow but very large S-shape, and then from 
that S-shape runs both over and underneath its 
own loops before the front wheel of The 
Rebellious Part, and then underneath a 
structure of two yellow ladders that support the 
fog machine powering the Spirit, emitting 
smoke rings out of the Asshole. It makes a 
narrow teardrop loop, approximately one foot 
from base to tip. Then, running underneath 
itself, making many more twists, the wire begins 
to reach up into the air underneath an orange 
Female Lamp with a green cap. This cap is also 
secured onto the lamp, so we cannot see inside 
the bucket, but knowing what we know we can 
gather that the wire is cut, and that the positive 
and negative wires inside the cord are secured 
to the fluorescent light fixture within, powering 
the Female Lamp, making a knot, and then 
running back out the same puncture. The wire 
runs for about three or four slacked feet, after 
which the wire runs alongside the floor and then 
atop a black power cord. The female end of the 
second segment of Extension Cord #4 then 
meets the male tip of the third. 



 
 
 
The male end of the third segment is smaller 
than the female end of the second. Both tips 
have a piece of red electrical tape wrapped 
around them. The third segment makes a short 
S-shape, the top of the S-shape makes a 
circular loop that runs over the S-shape, and 
then a second circular loop that runs 
underneath it. The second circular loop turns 
into a larger teardrop that runs back through 
these previous two loops, and then an even 
larger teardrop that runs over all three of these 
loops. Then from here it makes a rather regular 
bean-shaped loop, like a lima bean, probably 
two feet at its greatest length. It then runs 
underneath Extension Cord #7, and makes an 
open teardrop loop. The wire changes direction, 
turning back toward the eastern wall of the ICA. 
It runs just next to a stack of three vertebra that 
support the Asshole. With just one slight kink, it 
then makes a smaller, almost circular loop 
about six inches in diameter. The base end of 
this loop meets the tips of one vertebra. The 
wire then runs over itself, comes approximately 
four inches to a Porn Pole against the eastern 
wall. It then makes a lemon shape, maybe five 
inches in diameter, and then makes a very 
slight, very narrow S shape, the tip of which 
culminates in a smaller, perhaps three-inch 
teardrop loop. Then, running back out from 
itself, it makes an approximately six-inch 
circular loop. The wire then runs up, making 



one small kink just as it leaves the ground, at a 
distance of about eight inches from the wall, 
making an exponential curve up toward the 
eastern wall of the ICA. It runs up about twelve 
feet, and then enters a white Female Lamp, 
Female Lamp 13. THE REBELLIOUS PART 
(THE LEGEND). The bucket has a green cap, 
open and secured with a purple bungee cord. 
The wire is cut at the point where it meets the 
fluorescent light fixture inside the bucket, the 
positive and negative wires within secured to 
and powering the fixture. The second piece of 
this segment is taped to the first, both pieces 
then tied in a knot above the puncture. The wire 
runs out the puncture at the bottom of the 
bucket, wrapping around itself, until it reaches 
about five feet from the bucket. The female end 
of Extension Cord #4, at a height of 
approximately four or four and a half feet above 
the ground, marks its dead end. 
 
 





 
 
 

Cord #5 
 
 
 
 
 





 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #5. 
The male tip of Extension Cord #5 is connected 
to the bottom outlet of the left-side metal plate 
installed in the cement floor of the ICA. The 
male tip of Extension Cord #5 is only partially 
plugged in, just close enough to receive power. 
There is a piece of red electrical tape wrapped 
around the tip, followed by a blue 
manufacturer's label, a white zip tie, and a 
piece of masking tape with 1ERA written upon it 
in sharpie. Attached to the zip tie is a white 
safety warning label. Like Extension Cord #4, 
this cord makes an arc out from the floor, 
suspending in the air approximately four inches 
above the ground. It then evenly slopes back 
down toward the floor. It runs underneath a 
large, chaotic web of wires. It then forms a 
circular loop, approximately 12 inches in 
diameter, and then curves to its right, brushing 
just up against a piece of The Shit. Then, the 
loop runs underneath the lasso loop it is about 
to make. It runs underneath itself, over itself, 
and then back underneath itself, making a twist, 
then forming a teardrop inside the 12-inch 
circular loop. It is supported by this loop, 
suspended one to two inches in the air. 
Outward from the teardrop loop, the cord runs 
underneath itself and then underneath the 
circular loop, back over the web, and then back 
underneath and into the web. Almost exactly in 
the center of this web, Extension Cord #5 



makes an open teardrop loop and then extends 
back out from the web, making its way toward 
the eastern wall of the ICA. It forms an almost 
perfectly circular loop, perhaps nine inches in 
diameter. Running over itself, and then back 
underneath all surrounding cables, it forms a 
smooth, even curve back toward the eastern 
wall of the ICA. After reaching for about four or 
five feet, the wire makes a sharper kink of a 
turn away from the wall, and then a slightly 
larger kink back toward the wall, forming a 
backwards S- shape, perhaps two feet from end 
to end. It then forms a slighter, smoother curve 
as it reaches the feet of Light Pole #5. Slowly 
curving away from the wall, it works its way 
around the tower's tallest foot. It then runs back 
underneath the three feet and forms a stout 
teardrop loop, perhaps 14 inches from tip to 
base, but about 18 inches from side to side. 
After this teardrop loop, the wire comes right up 
to the eastern wall of the ICA, and makes its 
way up into Female Lamp 14. THE PRICK 
(THE PUNCTUATION). It makes two short 
corkscrew kinks, approximately 18 inches 
above the floor, and works its way up into the 
Female Lamp, an orange bucket with an open 
blue top. Inside the lamp, the cord is cut at the 
point where it meets the fluorescent light fixture. 
The positive and negative wires within are 
directly connected to the fixture. The cord is 
secured to its second piece with orange 
electrical tape, forms a knot, and then runs out 
from the bucket's puncture. The wire runs 
straight down without any kinks or loops to a 



distance of about one foot above the floor, 
alongside the eastern wall of the ICA, where the 
female end of Extension Cord #5 meets the 
male tip of its second segment. Both ends have 
a piece of red electrical tape wrapped around 
them.  



 
 
 

About three or four inches from the male tip of 
the second segment is the manufacturer's 
safety label. The cord then runs back away 
from the wall, at a degree of approximately 60 
degrees, forming a rather smooth angle until it 
comes to a very small teardrop loop, perhaps 
three or four inches from tip to base. Then, from 
the tip, it extends underneath all adjacent 
cables, running alongside a piece of THE SHIT 
and alongside a shovel. The piece of THE SHIT 
sits atop the metal head (the trowel) of the 
shovel. The wooden shaft of the shovel, ending 
at its metal handle, projects up and out from the 
back of THE SHIT, facing the wall, facing Light 
Pole #5. This extension cord runs underneath 
another piece of THE SHIT, making a path of 
four small, corkscrew kinks. It runs between two 
pieces of THE SHIT and alongside THE 
STOMACH. It then runs on top of a piece of 
THE SHIT and then into a Female Lamp, a 
yellow bucket with a green cap, Female Lamp 
17. THE SHIT (THE LEFTOVERS). The green 
cap is secured to the bucket, but knowing what 
we do we can gather that this extension cord is 
cut open at the point where it meets the 
fluorescent light fixture, its positive and negative 
wires within secured to the fixture, the two 
pieces of the cord then taped together and tied 
in a knot, the remainder of the cord running out 
of the bucket's puncture, which faces THE 
STOMACH and THE ESOPHAGUS. Out from 



the bucket, Extension Cord #8 then makes a 
sharp turn around Female Lamp 17 without any 
kinks or loops. It slopes and sits back down on 
a piece of THE SHIT until it reaches the floor, 
where it separates from THE SHIT. The female 
end of Extension Cord #8, with a red piece of 
electrical cord wrapped around it, and a blue 
manufacturer's label wrapped around its neck, 
points back underneath THE SHIT, marking its 
dead end. 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 

Cord #6 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 

 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #6, 
which is plugged into the second outlet from the 
top of the six on the beige surge protector. 
There is a red piece of electrical tape wrapped 
around the male tip of Extension Cord #6. The 
cord runs up into the air, reaching a maximum 
height of about five inches, before coming back 
down, touching the ground and the top right 
corner of the beige surge protector. The cord 
then runs underneath itself and forms a 
teardrop loop approximately four inches from 
base to tip, the tip facing the metal outlets 
installed in the cement floor of the ICA. The 
cord then runs north for about 12 inches before 
making a pinched U-turn, running then back 
toward the south, running over the beige power 
cord for the surge protector, and then back 
underneath it, forming a teardrop loop 
approximately 6 inches from base to tip, the tip 
meeting at the point of the beige cord, facing 
the back of THE REBELLIOUS PART. It runs 
over the beige cord again and then makes a 
larger pinched U-turn surrounding the previous 
one. It then changes direction, making its way 
toward the southeast. It runs smoothly 
alongside the left-back wheel of the trailer piece 
attached to THE PRICK. It runs underneath all 
of the other wires of a web before making an 
unclosed circular loop about 12 inches in 
diameter, followed by a close circular loop 
perhaps six inches in diameter, forming a more-



or-less spiral shape. The cord then runs back 
north, underneath itself, for about six inches, 
before forming a teardrop loop perhaps four 
inches from base to tip, the tip facing the beige 
surge protector. It runs north for about four 
more inches before making a larger teardrop 
loop perhaps nine inches from base to tip, the 
tip facing THE SHIT. The cord then runs 
underneath itself again, forming a third teardrop 
loop, perhaps nine or ten inches from base to 
tip, the tip facing the beige surge protector. The 
cord runs underneath itself again, then over 
Extension Cord #7, then underneath Extension 
Cord #7. Approximately six inches to the east of 
Extension Cord #7, it forms a teardrop loop 
about three inches from base to tip, the tip 
facing the eastern wall of the ICA. The cord 
runs above itself, and back toward the eastern 
wall. Running underneath itself, and underneath 
its two pinched U-turns, the cord reaches a 
minimum distance of about eighteen inches 
south of THE PRICK, before making a smooth, 
round turn for the west, parallel to the north of 
the white styrofoam block with the maroon, 
yellow, and brown nylon fabric draped above it, 
and a stack of folded yellow felt pieces placed 
on top. Approximately six inches to the west of 
the eastern edge of the styrofoam block, 
Extension Cord #6 makes a small teardrop loop 
approximately four inches from base to tip, the 
tip facing the back left wheel of THE 
REBELLIOUS PART. The cord runs above 
itself, above Extension Cord #9, and makes its 
way to about one inch east of the red and black 



radio wires before slowly curving downward 
toward a stack of two styrofoam vertebra with a 
white ceramic mug atop them. The cord then 
forms a circular loop approximately six inches in 
diameter, changing its direction back toward the 
east. As it passes the white styrofoam block 
with the fabric and felt atop it, it makes an S 
shape, the western curve reaching a maximum 
distance of about twelve inches north of the 
styrofoam block, the eastern curve reaching a 
minimum distance of about 8 inches from the 
styrofoam block. Extension Cord #6 then runs 
back over itself, and reaches a distance from 
the PRICK of about 18 inches. It then runs 
underneath itself and all adjacent cords, 
forming a small circular loop approximately five 
inches in diameter, approximately 12 inches 
east of the beige surge protector. Continuing 
eastward, it makes a teardrop loop about four 
inches from base to tip, the tip facing east, and 
then runs underneath itself, immediately making 
another teardrop loop approximately eight 
inches from base to tip, the tip facing west, 
forming a larger figure-8 shape. The cord then 
runs over itself, forming a third teardrop loop 
approximately six inches from base to tip, the 
tip facing west. Then running underneath itself 
out from the tip of this teardrop, the cord makes 
a pinched U-turn back for the north, toward the 
beige surge protector, again underneath the 
other wires of the web. After running about 
three feet, the wire makes a rounded 90-degree 
turn back toward the eastern wall of the ICA, 
running underneath itself and all other wires, 



touching the edge of its own spiral loop. The 
cord then exits the web, making another 
rounded 90-degree turn for the south with one 
corkscrew kink. It then makes another rounded 
90-degree turn back toward the east. It forms a 
small teardrop loop, maybe three inches from 
base to tip, the tip facing the claw marks made 
by THE PRICK piercing the eastern wall of the 
ICA. Running underneath itself, it then makes a 
rounded turn directly south. After about two 
feet, it makes a teardrop loop perhaps six 
inches from base to tip, the tip facing THE 
SHIT. It then runs over itself, forming two 
corkscrews over a distance of about 18 inches, 
and then forms another teardrop loop maybe 
nine inches from base to tip, the tip facing the 
claw marks made by THE PRICK piercing the 
eastern wall of the ICA. The cord then runs 
underneath itself and then alongside two legs of 
Light Pole #5, at a distance of about 3 inches to 
the north. It makes a rounded turn, running 
directly upward along the northern side of Light 
Pole #5. Approximately three and a half feet 
above the ground, it makes one corkscrew kink, 
and then runs straight up to the head of the 
tower, where it is cut, the positive and negative 
wires within directly connected to the halogen 
light ceiling fixture, the head of Light Pole #5. 
The remainder of the cord is secured by the 
same pipe clamp as the first piece. The cord 
then runs back down alongside the eastern 
edge of Light Pole #5. Approximately two feet 
below the head of the tower, it makes one 
corkscrew kink, continuing straight down, where 



the female end of Extension Cord #6 dangles 
approximately twelve inches below the 1/2” to 
1” adapter connecting the two halves of Light 
Pole #5's body, with a red piece of electrical 
tape wrapped around it, marking its dead end. 
 
 
 





 
 
 

Cord #7 
 
 
 
 
 





 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #7. 
The male tip of Extension Cord #7 is plugged 
into the third outlet from the top of six on the 
beige surge protector connected to the metal 
electrical outlets installed in the cement floor of 
the ICA. The male tip of this extension cord is 
smaller than all of the others. The cord itself is a 
slightly brighter shade of orange, and is slightly 
thicker in girth than all of the other cords. The 
male tip of Extension Cord #7 has a piece of 
red electrical tape wrapped around it. Just after 
that, wrapped around its neck, is a blue 
manufacturer's label. The cord extends upward, 
making a vertical circular loop, reaching 
approximately 6 inches in the air at its highest, 
supported by Extension Cord #9. The cord then 
touches the cement floor of the ICA, 
approximately two inches east of the surge 
protector. Running underneath the first small 
teardrop loop of Extension Cord #8, and above 
all the other cords in the large web closest to 
the eastern wall of the ICA and the claw marks 
made by THE PRICK piercing it, the cord 
continues underneath the larger teardrop loop 
of Extension Cord #8, and above all other 
cords. It then makes a rounded, slalom curve 
toward the northernmost piece of SHIT, where it 
then runs above Extension Cord #5 and then 
between Extension Cords #5 and #8, touching 
both on either end. The cord then runs a 
straight path toward the eastern wall of the ICA 



at about a 45-degree angle, underneath a 
circular loop of Extension Cord #8, 
approximately two inches above from its 
northern edge. The cord then runs above 
Extension Cord #4 and underneath Extension 
Cord #8, where it runs almost parallel to the 
eastern wall of the ICA at a distance 
approximately four feet to its west. It runs this 
path for about three feet until it reaches the 
base end of THE STOMACH, where it makes a 
rounded 45-degree turn toward the eastern wall 
of the ICA. Approximately two and a half feet 
west of this wall, it makes a corkscrew kink and 
then runs for about nine more inches and then 
makes a small teardrop loop approximately 
three inches from base to tip, the base of which 
is secured underneath the northern most Porn 
Pole of a group of three Porn Poles in the 
southeast corner of the ICA. The cord then runs 
over itself, between the Porn Poles and the 
eastern wall of the ICA, gently grazing the 
middle Porn Pole. Then, approximately 12 
inches west of the eastern wall, Extension Cord 
#7 runs over Extension Cord #8, makes a 
rounded 90-degree turn to the west. The 
closest point of this curve is approximately one 
inch north of the southern wall of the ICA. Then, 
approximately eight inches before approaching 
the eastern end of a large, horizontal Porn Pole 
(a Porn Log), the log with two open mouth 
prints pasted on it. Extension Cord #7 makes a 
small corkscrew kink and runs underneath the 
entire body of the Porn Log. Extending outward 
from the west of the Log, the cord makes two 



small corkscrew kinks, both of which enter the 
crevice between the bottom end of the 
sheetrock of the southern wall of the ICA and 
the cement floor. The first kink remains in this 
crack for about three inches and then runs back 
out from the wall, making a slight curve with an 
apex about two inches north of the wall, running 
underneath the Porn Log again. The second 
kink remains in the crack for about 8 or 9 inches 
and then extends outward to make another 
slight curve, its apex again approximately two 
inches away from the wall. The cord then 
begins to run straight up the southern wall of 
the ICA, making a very kinky path into the 
puncture at the bottom of Female Lamp 16. 
THE STOMACH (AND ESOPHAGUS). This 
Female Lamp is an orange bucket with a blue 
cap. The bucket is open, the blue cap secured 
by a bungee cord. The hooked end of the 
bungee cord secures the cap; the other end of 
the bungee cord has its hook removed and is 
tied in a knot in order to secure it to another, 
smaller puncture in the bottom of the bucket 
(the bottom of the bucket actually being its 
cylindrical surface, the bucket secured 
horizontally to the southern wall of the ICA). 
The cord enters a puncture directly facing the 
floor, runs into the fluorescent light fixture inside 
the bucket, where the positive and negative 
wires within are secured directly to the fixture, 
the remainder of the cord tied to its first piece, 
both pieces tied in a knot at the point just inside 
the puncture, the remainder running outward 
and downward from the puncture. The cord 



runs straight down toward the floor, where 
approximately 18 inches above its female end, 
approximately three feet above the floor, it 
makes two small corkscrew kinks. The female 
end of Extension Cord #7 is connected to the 
male tip of its second segment. Both ends have 
a piece of red electrical tape wrapped around 
them. They are not fully secured; approximately 
one-eighth of an inch of the metal prongs of the 
male tip of the second segment are visible. 



 
 
 
Just past the male tip of the second segment of 
Extension Cord #7 is a blue manufacturer's 
label wrapped around its neck. Then, 
approximately eight inches above the floor, the 
cord makes a corkscrew kink before extending 
away from the southern wall of the ICA, where it 
makes a downward vertical circular loop, 
approximately seven inches in diameter, the 
base of the loop reaching just barely into the 
crevice between the bottom of the sheetrock 
wall and the cement floor. The cord then runs 
over itself, closing the loop, and runs 
underneath Extension Cord #8. Extending 
further away from the wall, it makes a large S-
shape, the apex of its bottom, eastern curve 
reaching a distance of approximately 18 inches 
north of the wall, the apex of the top, western 
curve approximately two inches north of the 
wall. The cord then makes a sharp, kinky turn 
away from the wall and at a point approximately 
eighteen inches north of the wall makes a 
teardrop loop extending about five inches 
further away from the wall. The base of this 
teardrop loop marks its return path underneath 
itself and toward the wall. It then again makes a 
return toward the west, running underneath 
itself, forming a figure-8 shape. The cord then 
runs between the tallest foot of Light Pole #4 
and the southern wall, entering the crevice 
between the bottom of the sheetrock of the wall 
and the cement floor, running inside that crack 



to the west for approximately eight inches. 
Then, coming back out from the crack, the cord 
runs against the wall, making a regularly kinked 
path, the last kink of which enters the crack 
between the floor and the wall. Then, running 
back out from the crack and continuing 
westward for approximately three feet, the cord 
climbs above a pile of small logs chopped from 
a tree trunk (what could have been a Porn 
Pole). Making three steady kinks, the cord then 
runs between the logs and the wall, and runs 
underneath the topmost layer of logs in the pile, 
which hold the cord in place. It continues 
westward, squeezed between a horizontal tree 
trunk without any color inkjet prints pasted on it 
and the southern wall of the ICA. The cord runs 
along the entire body of this log, a distance of 
approximately six feet. At the midpoint of the 
log, Extension Cord #7 grazes the crack 
between the wall and floor, runs back 
underneath the log, forms a kink, and then runs 
out to the west of the log. Approximately 
eighteen inches to the west of the log, the cord 
makes another kink into the crack, running 
inside it for about three inches. It then makes 
one more kink, brushing along the southern wall 
of the ICA, and then makes an exponential 
curve up toward Female Lamp 15. THE SPRIT, 
SPIRT, OR SPIRIT (YES I CAN BLOW SMOKE 
RINGS OUT MY ASS), a green bucket with a 
yellow cap. Just before the cord enters a 
puncture facing the floor, it makes a small 
corkscrew kink. Running directly into the 
fluorescent light fixture, where the positive and 



negative wires within are cut out from the cord 
and secured to the fixture, and then from the 
fixture back into the remainder of the cord, 
which taped to itself. Both pieces are tied in a 
knot just inside the puncture. The cord then 
runs out from the puncture, making one small 
corkscrew kink, continuing straight down 
alongside the southern wall of the ICA. 
Approximately twelve inches before its female 
end, and approximately three feet above the 
floor, it makes one last corkscrew kink. After 
running for about eight more inches, the 
unconnected female end of Extension Cord #7 
dangles approximately 30 inches above the 
floor, with a piece of red electrical tape wrapped 
around it, marking its dead end. 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 

Cord #8 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #8. 
The male tip of Extension Cord #8 is plugged 
into the fourth outlet from the top of the six on 
the beige surge protector, which is plugged into 
the metal electrical outlet installed in the 
cement floor of the ICA. There is a piece of red 
electrical tape wrapped around its male tip. The 
cord extends upward into the air, touching the 
top of Extension Cord #10 and then reaches 
down to touch the floor. It is supported by 
Extension Cord #10, its maximum distance from 
the floor about five inches. Extension Cord #8 
touches the cement floor of the ICA, 
approximately six inches to the eastern side of 
the surge protector. It runs east for about eight 
more inches before it makes a teardrop loop, 
the base facing the northern wall of the ICA, the 
tip facing THE SHIT. The teardrop loop runs 
over all other wires of the large web to the east 
of the surge protector. The teardrop loop runs 
underneath itself. The cord then makes a 
corkscrew kink upward, reaching about three 
inches into the air, coming back down over all 
the other wires of the web. It makes a wide turn 
toward THE SHIT, toward the south, with one 
small kink at the apex of the curve. The cord 
then forms a larger S-shape, approximately 
three feet from the top curve to the bottom one. 
The bottom curve of the S makes a small 
circular loop approximately nine inches in 
diameter at its end. The cord then runs over 



itself, makes a teardrop loop under the previous 
circular loop, approximately 14 inches from 
base to tip, the tip facing west. The cord runs 
out from the tip of this teardrop loop, 
underneath itself, again above all other wires, 
making a slight curve back toward the west and 
then running straight for about 18 inches toward 
the right rear wheel of the base of THE PRICK. 
The cord then turns back over itself, making a 
teardrop loop approximately 12 inches from 
base to tip, and then makes another teardrop 
loop approximately 14 inches from base to tip, 
forming a larger S-shape. The cord then runs 
back underneath the second teardrop of this S- 
shape, reaching a distance of about four inches 
south to the right rear wheel of THE PRICK. It 
then makes another sharp turn against itself, 
forming a short teardrop loop above all other 
wires of the web. The cord then makes a 
lengthy turn over all the other wires, and then 
makes a circular loop approximately nine 
inches in diameter facing the eastern wall of the 
ICA and the claw marks of the prick at the point 
where it runs underneath itself. It then forms a 
larger circular loop approximately ten inches 
diameter, underneath the previous circular loop. 
It then forms a teardrop loop underneath the 
previous circular loop, approximately eight 
inches from base to tip. The cord then runs 
underneath the initial circular loop of this three-
loop series, and then back over all other wires 
of the web, forming a teardrop loop with one 
kink at its base, extending back underneath 
itself and underneath all previous loops, running 



back toward THE SHIT. It makes a slight, broad 
curve, the apex of which is approximately two 
feet north of the northernmost piece of THE 
SHIT. It then continues past the eastern tip of 
this turd, making one small corkscrew kink 
underneath that tip, and then reaching toward a 
smaller piece of THE SHIT, just southwest of 
the other, the one sitting atop a shovel. The 
female end of this cord meets a larger, black 
male tip of the second segment of Extension 
Cord #8. The female end of the first segment 
has a piece of red electrical tape wrapped 
around it. The black male tip of the second 
segment does not. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
The second segment of Extension Cord #8 
makes a sharp kink underneath THE SHIT and 
then runs away from it, and above all adjacent 
cords, approximately five inches away from 
where the metal scooping side of the shovel 
meets the cement floor of the ICA, running 
underneath it, all the way to the butt end of THE 
STOMACH. Running parallel to the eastern wall 
of the ICA, making one corkscrew kink at a 
point equidistant from the southern wall to an 
orange bucket, Female Lamp 11. It then makes 
a rounded 90-degree turn toward the eastern 
wall of the ICA, until it reaches a distance of 
about six inches from the wall where it makes 
another rounded 90-degree turn to run parallel 
to the wall. The cord runs underneath three 
Porn Poles, at which point it makes one small 
corkscrew kink behind the northernmost Porn 
Pole. At the point of the southernmost Porn 
Pole, Extension Cord #8 makes a teardrop loop 
approximately 12 inches from base to tip, the 
base of which touches the eastern wall of the 
ICA. It then runs underneath Extension Cord 
#7, making a teardrop loop approximately eight 
inches from base to tip, the tip facing north, its 
base approximately eight inches away from 
both the southern and eastern walls of the ICA. 
The cord makes a sharp U-turn underneath this 
teardrop loop, reaching back for the southeast 
corner of the ICA, where it then makes a sharp, 
kinked corkscrew turn back away from this 



corner. The apex of this kink touching the 
southern wall of the ICA approximately two 
inches away from the eastern wall. The cord 
makes another corkscrew kink and then runs 
making an even curve, the apex of which 
reaches a distance of approximately two feet 
north of the southern wall of the ICA. The cord 
then runs underneath the same horizontal log 
as Extension Cord #7, along the entire distance 
of the log, between the log and the southern 
wall of the ICA. It makes one slight kink at the 
eastern end of the log, and another kink at the 
western end. The cord continues past the log 
evenly alongside the southern wall of the ICA. 
Approximately five feet west of the log, the cord 
makes a sharp kink away from the southern 
wall, where it then makes a steep exponential 
curve up alongside Light Pole #4. Moving 
nearer and nearer to the wall as it extends 
upward, approximately one inch north of the 
1/2” to 1” coupler piece of the Light Pole's body 
and approximately one foot west of the body of 
the tower, the female end of the cord is cut, and 
the positive and negative wires within are 
attached to two thick, black power cords, one 
for each work lamp, each containing both 
positive and negative wires as well. This 
connection is secured by an approximately six-
inch, black rubber casing that is glued to all 
three wires. The black cord connected to the 
eastern work lamp of Light Pole #4 is 
approximately four feet in length, running very 
taut straight up to the light. The western wire is 
approximately six feet in length, making a 



smooth downward curve about six inches and 
across twelve inches. It then runs between the 
body of Light Pole #4 and the southern wall of 
the ICA, wrapping around the body and then 
extending straight up to the western work lamp. 
The ends of these black cords are secured to 
the work lamps with a black rubber wire casing, 
similar to the casing connecting both lamps to 
Extension Cord #8, glued to the power cords of 
each work lamp. These two work lamps mark 
the powered end of Extension Cord #8. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Cord #9 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 

 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #9. 
The male tip of Extension Cord #9 is plugged 
into the sixth outlet from the top of six on the 
beige surge protector plugged into the top outlet 
of the right-side metal plate installed in the 
cement floor of the ICA. Extension Cord #9 is 
the only one in the surge protector that is only 
partially plugged in, with approximately one 
eighth of an inch of the metal prongs of the 
male tip exposed. Extension Cord #9 is very 
kinky throughout its entire body. It seems to 
have been heavily twisted, contorted, tied in 
knots over the course of its life. The cord 
extends upward out of the surge protector, 
reaching a maximum peak in its arc of about six 
inches above the floor. The wire runs toward 
the west. Extending in length for about nine or 
ten inches, it then reaches the floor, touching 
the very bottom edge of a blue bucket with a 
white plastic chair, the legs of which were 
removed or never installed, sitting atop it. The 
white chair has a rounded seat and armrests. It 
is made by TODD Enterprises in Cranston, 
Rhode Island. After grazing the blue bucket, the 
wire moves north. It runs underneath the beige 
cord of the surge protector and underneath 
Extension Cord #4. It then runs underneath 
Extension Cord #4's first loop, and then back 
over Extension Cord #4, and then again 
underneath the beige power cord. The wire 



runs west for about a foot before coming into 
contact with Extension Cord #4 again, just at 
the northeast corner of the square styrofoam 
block with the maroon, yellow, and brown nylon 
fabric draped over it and the yellow folded felt 
fabrics atop that. As the wire runs westward 
along the northern edge of the styrofoam, it 
slightly separates from Extension Cord #4, 
reaching a maximum distance of about 2 
inches. It then brushes against a brown corner 
of the nylon fabric, draped upon the floor. After 
touching the tapestry it makes a slow and 
steady curve back toward the east. It runs 
underneath Extension Cord #5, making its way 
toward the red and black radio wires running 
underneath a nylon wicker chair. The cord 
never comes closer than six inches to the chair, 
instead continuing eastward back toward THE 
REBELLIOUS PART, an electric tricycle 
manufactured by Legend. It makes another 
steady curve away from THE REBELLIOUS 
PART and back toward the bottom rung 
connecting the chair's metal legs, running over 
the red and black radio wires. It comes about 
two and a half inches away from the chair, then 
turns back toward the front wheel and 
handlebars of THE REBELLIOUS PART. 
Making an even S-shape approximately five 
feet from base to tip. As the cord nears the front 
wheel of THE REBELLIOUS PART, reaching a 
distance of about one and a half inches from 
the wheel, it then begins to turn away from the 
wheel, running over Extension Cords #4 and 
#5. This forms a large loop that has its meeting 



point approximately two inches away from the 
front wheel of THE REBELLIOUS PART. 
Crossing over itself, and then running directly 
underneath the wheel, making contact with the 
tire, Extension Cord #9 continues along the 
right side of THE REBELLIOUS PART, running 
over a small web of extension cords. The web 
of extension cords that it runs over are the 
cords connected to a Female Lamp that sits 
upon one of two yellow ladders. The cord runs 
along the right side of THE REBELLIOUS 
PART, curving back to make a small S-shape 
approximately one foot from base to tip. Then 
the female end of Extension Cord #9 connects 
to a white Belkin surge protector, which powers 
THE ASSHOLE. 
 
 



 
 
 
Connected to the bottom outlet, the sixth of six 
on this white Belkin surge projector is a gray 
grounding plug, which connects a device with a 
two-prong plug to its own third metal prong, 
grounding the current. The brown cord plugged 
into the grounding adapter has a piece of red 
electrical tape wrapped around its male tip. The 
brown cord reaches up into the air, reaching a 
maximum peak of about four inches before 
curving back downward to make a large vertical 
S shape, the bottom curve touching the cement 
floor of the ICA and wrapping around an 
UP/DOWN converter, Model No. CR1000, MAX 
1000W 50/60HZ 110V-220V. This converts 
THE ASSHOLE's European standard voltage to 
an American standard voltage. It is a beige 
metal block. The brown cord continues around 
the converter, extends back up into the air, 
reaching a maximum peak of about six inches 
and making a downward vertical circular loop 
that does not touch the ground but is instead 
supported by a black cord connected to the 
220V end of the UP/DOWN converter. In fact, 
the UP/DOWN converter is plugged into itself. 
The 110V, two-prong, ungrounded male tip of a 
thin, small black power cord plugs into one end 
of the UP/DOWN converter, then quickly kinks 
at the western side of the converter, touches 
the ground, and runs back up over a larger, 
thicker black cord plugged into the 220V input 
of the UP/DOWN converter, through two small 



circular loops of the thick, black cord and then 
plugs into one of three 220V European outlets. 
These outlets have two cylindrical prongs, as 
opposed to two flat prongs. This means that the 
thin, black cord has a European prong on one 
end and an American prong on the other end, 
making it a male-to-male conversion cord, 
which, functionally, is an anomaly. The thick, 
black cord plugs directly back into the device 
from which it extends. It appears as if this entire 
sculpture made of electrical transformer cables 
is merely a prop, an art object constructed 
strictly for its formal qualities alone. The thick, 
brown cord is not attached to the UP/DOWN 
sculpture whatsoever. Instead it makes a small, 
vertical circular loop approximately three inches 
in diameter, touching the floor, and then 
continues upward, alongside the southern edge 
of an orange bucket, making three even 
corkscrew kinks up and along the side of its 
body, until it reaches a height of about 4 feet. 
Suspended in the air, the female end of this 
cord also has three European outlets. This 
brown, rectangular piece, dangling in the air, 
has a long strip of red electrical tape wrapped 
around itself multiple times. One end of the 
piece is attached to the black, male tip of the 
European power cord for THE ASSHOLE. One 
end of the piece of red electrical tape moves 
inward to cover the first outlet (from the top 
under the wire, though the lowest to the floor) of 
this three-outlet power strip. On the bottom end 
of the power strip, which faces THE ASSHOLE 
directly (and is actually suspended the highest 



in the air), is a small blue rounded rectangular 
sticker without any writing on it. On the same 
face of the power strip, underneath the blue 
sticker, is a smaller white, rectangular sticker, 
perhaps two centimeters in height and four 
centimeters in length. Inside the body of the 
sticker is a green stripe with white type that 
reads “TESTED FOR ELECTRICAL SAFETY, 
DATE:” and then written in marker is “06/09.” 
Extending outward from the second outlet of the 
brown power strip is a relatively short, perhaps 
six feet in length, thick, black, electrical power 
cord.



 
 
 
From the male tip, the thick, black cord runs up 
alongside the northern edge of THE ASSHOLE, 
what would be the right side of the smoke ring 
structure, if you were to face from behind it, 
from the perspective of one shooting smoke 
rings out from the structure like a cannon, or an 
automatic weapon. Absent of any kinks, the 
cord runs upward along the top of THE 
ASSHOLE, plugging into the base of a 
rectangular work lamp, similar to the ones 
attached to the head of Light Pole #4. This work 
lamp is attached to the top of THE ASSHOLE, 
in order to illuminate the smoke rings that it 
emits.



 
 
 
Extending from the second outlet from the top 
of the six on the white Belkin surge protector, 
placed on the cement floor of the ICA, is a thick, 
black, American standard electrical power cord, 
without a piece of red electrical tape wrapped 
around its male tip. The cord extends upward, 
makes an arc reaching a peak of about 4 
inches above the ground, and then runs 
underneath the orange extension cord plugged 
into the first outlet from the top of the six on the 
white Belkin surge protector, and then over the 
first segment of Extension Cord #9, which 
powers the same surge protector. The black 
power cord then runs back underneath the web 
of the orange extension cord powering Female 
Lamp #25. THE BASE OF THE SPINE, and 
then moves underneath the ladder upon a leg 
of which the Female Lamp sits making a 
steady, slightly kinked run. Extending about six 
inches into the air, the female end of this cord 
connects to the male tip of the power source for 
THE ASSHOLE. 



 
 
 
The electrical cord for THE ASSHOLE's power 
source drapes over the bottom rung of the 
western yellow ladder, which stands parallel to 
the wall of the ICA (that is, if you were to stand 
on it, you would be facing east). It then drapes 
back downward, about three inches from the 
ground making a sharp kink. It then continues, 
making a teardrop loop that does not touch the 
ground approximately from base to tip. The 
cord then steadily extends upward, making four 
small corkscrew kinks, into the back of the 
power source for THE ASSHOLE. This power 
source is a black, metal, rectangular prism, 
approximately two inches in height, six inches 
in length, and five inches in depth. The power 
source is attached to the fourth highest rung 
(from the top) of the eastern ladder, the one 
perpendicular to the northern wall of the ICA 
(that is, if you were to stand on it, you would 
face south). It is secured to the ladder by a blue 
vice grip with yellow rubber stoppers, the 
IRWIN QUICK GRIP. The labels on both sides 
of the vice grip read in big bold yellow type 
against a navy blue background “IRWIN,” and 
underneath in small bold navy blue type against 
a yellow background “QUICK GRIP.” Facing the 
southern wall of the ICA are the controls of the 
power source. From left to right, approximately 
one inch from the left edge of the face of the 
power source, is a single, red, illuminated LED 
light. Approximately one inch to the right of the 



red LED is a simple, chrome power switch, 
turned “ON” (flipped up). Attached to the face 
with a hex nut, the switch is a small, rounded 
conical, chrome flip switch. Approximately one 
half of an inch to the right of the power switch is 
a matte metal cylindrical knob, with very minute 
ridges running along the sides of the cylinder 
for grip. The knob is turned approximately two-
thirds of the way to full power. The black notch 
on the face of the knob is at about 2-o-clock. 
Underneath the knob is what appears to be a 
water damage stain. Extending outward from 
about the 4-o-clock position of the knob is a 
crack in the face of the power source. The 
crack runs at about a thirty degree angle for 
approximately one half of an inch, before it 
makes a smooth, even turn to about sixty 
degrees with respect to the base of the face of 
the power source, running all the way down to 
the base of the power source. 
 



 
 
 
A second thick, black power cable extends 
outward from the rear face of the power source. 
This cord runs evenly, making a series of three 
small kinks, each one evenly separated by 
about six inches from the next. The cord then 
comes into contact with THE ASSHOLE at its 
top surface. This cord is also approximately six 
feet in length. Then, at the top surface of THE 
ASSHOLE, the 220V power outlet female end 
of this cord connects to THE ASSHOLE. 
 



 
 
 
Extending out from the first outlet from the top 
of the six on the white Belkin surge protector is 
the third orange extension cord that comprises 
the final segment of Extension Cord #9. There 
is a piece of red electrical tape wrapped around 
the male tip of the third segment of Extension 
Cord #9, which runs upward into the air, 
reaching a peak distance of about four inches 
from the floor, before slowly curving back down 
into its own web, over the black power cord of 
the power source to THE ASSHOLE, and 
underneath the second segment of Extension 
Cord #9 that powers the surge protector. It 
makes a turn back toward the two yellow 
ladders, nearing the front wheel of THE 
REBELLIOUS PART. It makes a slight turn 
about six inches before reaching the wheel, 
turning back westward. It then makes an even 
S-shape between the front wheel of THE 
REBELLIOUS PART and a nylon wicker chair, 
and then reaches Light Pole #3. It reaches up 
into the air, approximately four inches from the 
tallest foot of Light Pole #3. Then, reaching its 
closest distance to the foot of about one half of 
an inch, it evenly moves up the bottom segment 
of the tower's body, making three evenly-
spaced kinks, each about six-to-eight inches 
apart from the next. It then runs smoothly up 
the remainder of the body of Light Pole #3 until 
it reaches the head, the ceiling lighting fixture, 
where the cord is cut, the positive and negative 



wires inside directly connected to the wires of 
the lighting fixture, which has a circular orange 
sticker labeled “183” in marker, the connection 
and remaining slack of the cord held together 
with a metal clamp. The remainder of the cord 
runs straight down the body of Light Pole #3 for 
approximately half of the body of the tower, until 
approximately five feet above the floor, the 
dangling female end of Extension Cord #9, with 
a piece of red electrical tape wrapped around it, 
marks its dead end. 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 

 
Cord #10 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #10. 
The male tip of Extension Cord #10 is plugged 
into the sixth outlet from the top of the six on 
the beige surge protector. There is a piece of 
red electrical tape wrapped around the male tip 
of Extension Cord #10. Just beyond the male 
tip of the cord, wrapped around its neck, is the 
white caution label. The cord takes a sharp, low 
vertical circular loop, then running alongside the 
base of the surge protector out and toward THE 
SHIT. It makes an even, S-shaped path ending 
in an oblong elliptical loop, approximately nine 
or ten inches at its major axis. It then comes 
back around to make a larger, kinked teardrop 
loop approximately 16 inches from base to tip. 
Then running over itself and adjacent cords, 
this extension cord runs back toward THE 
SHIT, back inside its first vertical circular loop, 
underneath Extension Cord #5, and then back 
over Extension Cord #5 at the point of a 
corkscrew kink. Running for about fourteen 
inches alongside THE SHIT, this wire runs 
almost evenly between THE SHIT and a 
styrofoam block with a maroon, yellow, and 
brown fabric draped over it. As it runs between 
THE SHIT and the styrofoam block, it makes 
two corkscrew kinks and then one even S-
shape. At the top curve of this S-shape (the 
western curve), Extension Cord #10 runs 
underneath the purple felt base for the stack of 
two vertebra with a ceramic mug on top, the top 



vertebra labeled with a yellow circular sticker 
that reads “360.” Continuing out from the felt 
base, the cord runs alongside two more large 
styrofoam vertebrae on the floor. The eastern 
vertebra is left blank; the western vertebra has 
a rough conceptual sketch for THE SPIRIT and 
THE ASSHOLE on its northern side. In between 
these two vertebra, Extension Cord #10 begins 
to make a small, convoluted web. It runs 
straight, parallel to the first vertebra, 
maintaining a distance between three and 
twelve inches to the north. As it reaches 
between the two vertebra, the cord makes a 
bean-shaped loop to the left, runs over one of 
its own loops, and then back underneath itself. 
It makes a U-turn back in the direction from 
whence it came, with one slight, broad 
corkscrew kink. It makes its way back almost to 
the northern tip of the first vertebra, and then 
evenly curves back toward the second vertebra, 
where at one point of this even, circular curve it 
touches the central or longest tip of this 
vertebra, the one facing THE BRAIN. After 
touching this vertebra, the cord makes a 
backward S-shape, running over one of its 
previous loops, then underneath the same loop, 
and then back over itself to form a new loop in 
the western curve of the backward S-shape. 
The cord then makes an almost perfectly 
symmetrical S-shape, this time a proper S, its 
top curve running between the two vertebrae, 
the bottom curve running closer toward THE 
SHIT. It then makes a bean-shaped loop, 
running underneath itself. This loop contains 



two corkscrew kinks. The wire then makes an 
evenly circular turn, but not a full loop, and 
running back over itself exits its own small web, 
coming back to ever so slightly touch one of the 
tips of the vertebrae, the tip facing the radio. 
The wire then makes a large, uneven, kinked, 
backward S-shape approximately three feet 
from end to end between THE SHIT and the 
vertebrae, approaching THE STOMACH. As it 
makes its way closer to THE STOMACH, it 
forms a very large, kinked U-turn, the rounded 
base of the U-turn fitting evenly between THE 
STOMACH and THE SHIT. As the cord 
extends, it makes one large, steep kink, lifting 
itself off of the floor and then running into THE 
STOMACH, where it is no longer visible. What 
is visible is that Extension Cord #10 is powering 
what appears to be a conventional ceiling 
fixture for two 48-inch white fluorescent tube 
lights. This marks the powered end of 
Extension Cord #10. 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 

Cord #11 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 
I will now trace the path of Extension Cord #11. 
The male tip of Extension Cord #11 is plugged 
into the top outlet of the left metal panel 
installed in the cement floor of the ICA. There is 
no piece of red electrical tape wrapped around 
the male tip of Extension Cord #11. The cord 
extends into the air, reaching a height of about 
six inches from the floor, at which point it runs 
almost parallel to the floor for about 12 inches 
before making a corkscrew kink back downward 
toward the floor, resting above Extension Cord 
#6. The cord makes three evenly-spaced 
corkscrew kinks which appear to be the result 
of their winding in storage or shipment. The 
cord then runs the red hydraulic pump which 
powers the battering ram known as THE 
PRICK. It rests atop THE PRICK and then 
continues north from THE PRICK toward the 
floor, where it continues to make a series of 
even corkscrew kinks, each approximately 12 
inches apart from the next. It then runs 
approximately four inches to the east of the 
right rear wheel of the Legend electric tricycle 
known as THE REBELLIOUS PART and forms 
an oblong teardrop loop. Running underneath 
Extension Cord #9, and then back over it, and 
then running underneath a large, black 
extension cord plugged into the eastern wall of 
the ICA, powering the fog machine that fills 
THE ASSHOLE with THE SPIRIT. Extension 
Cord #11 then runs back directly toward THE 



REBELLIOUS PART for about twelve inches 
before making a small teardrop loop, maybe 
two inches from base to tip. The base of this 
teardrop loop touches the right rear wheel of 
THE REBELLIOUS PART. Balanced against 
this wheel, the loop is suspended in the air. The 
cord then continues north above all adjacent 
cords, but runs inside a teardrop loop made by 
the thick, black power cord for the fog machine. 
At a point directly east to the front wheel of THE 
REBELLIOUS PART, the cord then runs back 
west toward the wheel, and then makes a 
rounded 90-degree angle turn for the north, 
alongside the wheel, toward the two yellow 
ladders. The cord then makes a corkscrew kink, 
almost 90-degrees to the west, in front of the 
wheel. It then makes a rounded turn back down 
south, forming more evenly-spaced corkscrew 
kinks all the way alongside the left side of THE 
REBELLIOUS PART. At the point where 
Extension Cord #11 passes the left rear wheel 
of THE REBELLIOUS PART, it makes another 
corkscrew kink, changing direction toward the 
east, and then another, back toward the west. It 
runs toward the south, directly toward the 
styrofoam block with felt and fabric on top, and 
then approximately six inches to the north of the 
styrofoam block, it makes a corkscrew kink 
almost 90-degrees running north, and then 
another nearly 90-degree corkscrew kink 
running east, toward THE PRICK. It then makes 
a very acute teardrop loop, still approximately 
six inches from base to tip, and then runs over 
itself, turning almost 90-degrees, now to the 



northwest, running inline with THE PRICK. It 
then makes another acute, elliptical loop, 
approximately 12 inches in diameter east-to-
west and 4 inches in diameter north-to- south. 
The cord then makes another 90-degree 
corkscrew kink, back toward THE PRICK, and 
then makes a U-turn back toward the styrofoam 
block. It runs underneath its own elliptical loop, 
makes an almost 90-degree turn again inline 
with the styrofoam block, running above itself, 
resting above itself, it then forms a small 
teardrop loop perhaps three inches from base 
to tip, the tip facing THE PRICK. It then runs 
underneath itself for about six inches north, and 
then makes another 90-degree corkscrew kink, 
toward the nylon wicker chair. Then, 
approximately 18 inches east of the chair, it 
forms a triangular loop, almost equilateral and 
approximately 12 inches on all sides. Then, 
running back underneath itself and over 
Extension Cord #9, forms another teardrop 
loop, this time supported by the floor, extending 
maybe two inches from base to tip, the base 
suspended in the air. The cord then runs over 
itself, back toward the east, and then forms an 
acute elliptical loop, approximately six inches in 
diameter east-to-west and two inches in 
diameter north-to-south. The cord then runs 
above itself, then underneath itself, making a U-
turn back toward the wicker chair and the west. 
It then runs underneath its small, suspended 
teardrop loop, back over itself, back over its 
most recent elliptical loop, and back over its 
own corkscrew kinks, at which point it runs back 



underneath the left rear wheel of THE 
REBELLIOUS PART and reaches up into the 
air, making three evenly-spaced corkscrew 
kinks about 12 inches apart from each other. 
Extension Cord #11 then plugs into the back of 
THE REBELLIOUS PART, marking its active, 
connected, powered end. 
 



 



 


